
 

 

Dear Group, 

MDR's departure from this plane is having a powerful stimulating effect on the esoteric 
community to become more connected and active. Michael’s powerful mind and 
extensive teaching aura may be more potent now than when he was actually here in the 
physical if we can properly tune in. Paradoxically, the soul on its own plane always has 
greater luminosity and power then while in incarnation and working through the lower 
vehicles.  

This should be a period of not only  mourning of our dearly beloved brothers departure, 
but a time to strengthen the wonderful work that Michael and Tuija and others have 
initiated and have been dedicated  to so  extensively over the years. Members of the 
occult community group need to use this powerful group unity to step up and take more 



responsibility that will surely fall more fully onto the shoulders of the Tuija and the Board 
of Directors with Michael’s departure. 

There is a term in Esoteric Buddhism titled “Psychic Gift waves” and is a level of 
sensitivity that will emerge more and more as we approach 2025. Psychic sensitivity in 
its higher form includes a telepathic rapport amongst group members and their teacher 
and is only going to get more powerful and dynamic as we move towards 2025. 

                                                                      Psychic Gift Waves 

“Most ideas, when of a very high order, are stepped down into the consciousness of a 
disciple by his Master and are imparted to him through mental telepathy, and as a result 
of his sensitivity to the "psychic gift waves," as the Tibetan teaching calls them. Ideas 
are also sensed in the interplay between disciples. Frequently, when disciples meet 
together and thus stimulate each others' minds and centralize each other’s' focused 
attention, they can unitedly make a contact with the world of ideas which would 
otherwise be impossible, and bring through the newer concepts into being. (Glamor 62) 

“I would here remind you that the centres above the diaphragm have only one vital point 
of energy, whilst the centres below the solar plexus also have only one, but that the 
solar plexus itself has two points of dynamic energy—one most ancient and awakened, 
being expressive of the life of the astral or lower psychic body, and the other waiting to 
be brought into conscious activity by the soul. When this has happened, the 
awakening to the higher issues of life makes the disciple sensitive to the higher 
"psychic gift waves" (as the Tibetan occultists call them) of the spiritual world.” 
(DINA 2 p- 115) 

“If this is carried out correctly and with deliberation, plus regularity, it will eventually 
bring about a most productive telepathic interplay between the disciples in a group and 
between the individual disciple, the Master and the larger Ashram. It will also make the 
disciple sensitive to the higher "gift waves." The entire meditation (in its two parts) 
involves, therefore, the linking up of heart and head, of the mystic and the occult 
approach, and also of feeling and knowledge.” (DINA 1 87-88) 
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